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DIAGNOS to use its artificial intelligence technology to target gold and base metals
for Active Growth Capital on Curry Madeleine and Wachigabau properties
Brossard, Quebec, Canada – February 9th, 2012 - DIAGNOS inc. (“DIAGNOS” or the "Corporation") (VENTURE
TSX: ADK), a leader in the use of artificial intelligence (“AI”) and advanced knowledge extraction techniques, is
pleased to announce today that its technology will be used to target gold and base metals on Active Growth
Capital Inc. (“Active Growth”) (Venture TSX: ACK) properties in the Lebel-sur-Quévillon region of Quebec. The
service contract for the use of the targets provided by CARDS (Computer Aided Resources Software) is $135,000
CDN.
Furthermore, Mr Michel Fontaine, Vice-President – Business Development at DIAGNOS, says he is confident of
the progress made to date on the natural resources business model. “The work for ACK will be made on
SIGEOM’s public information data base covering Lebel-sur-Quévillon. These government data sets are a very
good source of information and are a great way to start new projects without having to spend the large sums of
money for airborne surveys. The Diagnos team will work in the field with the specialists from ACK to accelerate
the success of the project.”
Active Growth’s President - Mr Martin Tremblay says: ‘’we believe that the CARDS system, coupled with our own
geological and geophysical team, will be able to discover gold and base metals faster. We embrace new
technologies that can improve our work at all levels. Using the algorithms that DIAGNOS provides will open new
alternatives for our team. We intend to review the targets generated by CARDS and my team rapidly.’’
About DIAGNOS
Founded in 1998, DIAGNOS is a publicly traded Canadian corporation (TSX: ADK), with a mission to
commercialize technologies combining contextual imaging and traditional data mining thereby improving decision
making processes. DIAGNOS offers products, services, and solutions to clients in a variety of fields including
healthcare, natural resources, and entertainment.
DIAGNOS can count on a multidisciplinary team that includes professionals in geophysics, geology, Artificial
Intelligence, mathematics, as well as remote sensing and image interpretation. The Corporation’s objective is to
develop a royalty stream by significantly enhancing and participating in the exploration success rate of mining. For
further information, please visit our Website at www.diagnos.com.
The TSX Venture Exchange has not reviewed and does not accept responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of
this release.
For more information, please contact:
Michel Fontaine, Vice-president – Business Development
T. : (450) 678-8882, ext. 222
mfontaine@diagnos.com

Louis Morin – Bid Capital Markets
T. : (514) 845-1101
bidcapital@videotron.ca
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